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Ikki Minami is a junior high school student with a dream - to become the best Air Trek rider in town. It won't
be easy, as he faces a lot of competition from boys and girls alike. What is Air Trek? Just the latest craze that
involves taking a two-wheel inline skate and adding a motor, suspension and a shock absorber to enable the
wearer to execute the wildest, wackiest, most aggressive moves you can imagine. Ikki has a lot to learn as he
fights his way to the top in this wild, sexy manga from the creator of Tenjho Tenge!

TRIED AND TESTED

Time is running out before Ikki and Team Kogarasumaru face off against uber-villain Sora. Before they're
ready to take on the big boys, the team has to learn how to function as a team - something they hope to show
off in a preparatory match against the White Wolves, a company team run by Kururu's father. Does
Kogarasumaru have the wings it needs to soar, or will it come crashing to the earth wth a resounding thud?

This volume of Air Gear includes special extras after the story!
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From reader reviews:

Michelle Pacheco:

Throughout other case, little individuals like to read book Air Gear 20. You can choose the best book if you
like reading a book. So long as we know about how is important a new book Air Gear 20. You can add
information and of course you can around the world by the book. Absolutely right, simply because from
book you can recognize everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you will be known. About
simple matter until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, you can open a book or perhaps searching
by internet product. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel bored stiff to go to the library. Let's
read.

Vincent Johnson:

Do you among people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys
this aren't like that. This Air Gear 20 book is readable by you who hate the straight word style. You will find
the facts here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving actually decrease the
knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer regarding Air Gear 20 content conveys objective easily to
understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content material but it just
different in the form of it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Air Gear 20 is not loveable to be your top list
reading book?

Denise Swann:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the concept Air Gear 20
suitable to you? Often the book was written by well known writer in this era. Often the book untitled Air
Gear 20is the one of several books that everyone read now. This specific book was inspired a lot of people in
the world. When you read this book you will enter the new way of measuring that you ever know just before.
The author explained their idea in the simple way, so all of people can easily to be aware of the core of this
guide. This book will give you a great deal of information about this world now. In order to see the
represented of the world with this book.

Rosemary Lilly:

This Air Gear 20 is great guide for you because the content which can be full of information for you who
always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This book reveal it facts accurately using
great arrange word or we can say no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read that hurriedly you can
have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but tricky core information
with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Air Gear 20 in your hand like keeping the world in your arm,
details in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no publication that offer you world in ten or
fifteen small right but this publication already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hi Mr. and
Mrs. occupied do you still doubt that?
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